
Google Algorithm Updates - What it all means…

Before we go any further and start discussing different updates Google has performed over
the last few months, let's understand exactly what an algorithm is.

Google’s Algorithm is a way in which Google retrieves data from it’s search index to instantly
deliver the best possible results for a user's enquiry. For example, if a user types into Google’s
search bar “How many ounces in a pound” Google will use its search index, to instantly
deliver the best possible results to your question.

Just like a Laptop, Tablet and mobile phone, Algorithms need to be updated constantly so
Google can give you the most accurate answer(s). You can imagine that billions of pages are
updated every day, giving answers to millions of questions that Google needs to index.
Google needs to continue indexing pages, so they can display the most useful, relevant and
trusted results.

If Google was to stop updating algorithms, irrelevant results would appear when searching for
answers to our questions.
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Some updates are more noticeable than others, with significant updates labelled by Google
as “Core updates”. Core updates are more talked about, as their effects tend to be more
noticable.

So, now we are more aufet with what an algorithm is, let's look at the latest update that
Google has actioned this month, June 2021.

Google Broad Core Algorithm Update June 2021

As mentioned earlier, it's important for Google to keep updating their search index in order to
ensure user’s receive the best possible answer to their question(s).

Google’s intention was to execute the update all in one go, in June 2021. However, as the
update was so big, it wasn't ready for the June deadline and will now be updated in two
halves, with the second half scheduled for July 2021.

So what's changed I hear you ask?

Google has reduced irrelevant search results by 40%.

This means websites that are highly ranked in Google, may find they suddenly fall. If this
happens to your site, don't worry. Google has advised that it may take a week or two for the
full effects to be noticed. In the meantime, there are a few precautionary measures you can
and should take.

Make sure your website is mobile friendly.

As most user’s search for answers via a mobile device such as a mobile phone or
tablet, it is important that your website is mobile friendly. If you aren’t providing helpful
information, in a mobile friendly way, there is a good chance this will affect your
Google ranking.

Make sure your page title tells a user what your company is about.

For example, if your company is a North West Law Firm specialising in Family Law,
ensure your page title says something such as “Providing Legal Advice for Families in
the North West since 1918”.

Having a page title that says something like “A brighter future” doesn't help the user to
understand what your website is about. This type of title also reduces the chance that
Google will find and search your page for answers, as it does not relate to any
questions that a user may search for, that include the words Law, Family or North West.



Ensure your loading time and speed are up to scratch.

There is nothing more frustrating than waiting for a website to load, especially in this
day in age. User’s are more inpatient and will leave a page that takes too long. One
way to reduce loading time is by making larger images smaller so it doesn't take as
long for them to load.

Alt-tags for images and Sitemaps

Google crawler loves alt-tags as they provide text descriptions for images within
content. Think of this as a bonus piece of text that Google likes to search for.
Sitemaps are equally important as it shows the user and Google which are the most
important pages.

Conclusion

● Core updates are designed to give users better results when searching for answers to
questions you type into Google.

● It is important that the person or company in charge of developing your website,
check for any changes that may have impacted the ranking of page content.

● If ever there is an update that has reduced specific search term rankings for your
website, don't think of it as a negative. This is Google's way of telling you to amend
certain keywords and or content, in order to keep up to date with what users are
searching for today. They are not telling you your content is bad, just to keep up with
the times and search trends, to help your site rank higher within search results.

● Nobody wants content on their site that just sits there and does not trigger any search
results, otherwise what would be the point in having a website? As Google performs
algorithm updates numerous times a year, refreshing content and keywords are
imperative to maintain high ranking within Google's search results.

If you feel that content on your website needs updating/optimizing, speak to one of our Digital
Marketing Consultants who will be happy to advise the best way forward in maintaining your
website rankability within Google.


